
International English Olympiad 
“Formula of Unity” / “The Third Millennium” 

Year 2022/2023. Qualifying round 

Tasks for grade R8 
 

The last day to send your answers is November 13, 2022. 
All the information about the Olympiad and the instruction for participants: formulo.org/ru/olymp/2022-lang-ru/ 
and formulo.org/en/olymp/2022-lang-en/. 
 

1–5. Write one word or phrase to unite the words in each group. Use the singular form of the 
words. 
Example: Mother, father, brother, sister - FAMILY 
[1] A) gills B) scale C) fins  D) caviar 
[2] A) drawer B) nightstand C) stool D) coach 
[3] A) daffodil B) carnation C) forget-me-not D) poppy 
[4] A) caravan B) lorry C) ferry D) carriage 
[5] A) cello B) bagpipe C) harp D) bow 
 
6–15. Complete the sentences with ONE missing word. 
[6] He hasn’t come ___ with an idea yet. He’s still thinking. 
[7] ___ for the bad weather I would go to the park. 
[8] Which bike do you like: the blue or the red ___? 
[9] We are not the ___ age. He is 15, I’m 12. 
[10] He is as ___ as a fiddle. He needn’t consult a doctor. 
[11] I want him to feel the same! Let him walk in my ___! 
[12] I know you have bought a new car. Please, give me a ___ to the nearest shop. 
[13] - He has bought a one-way ticket. 
       - Why not a ___ one? 
       - Because he doesn’t know the exact date of his comeback. 
[14] Let’s hang out together, ___ we? 
[15] - I can’t lose weight... 
         - Try ___ down on sugar. 
 
16. Look at the photo. Think of the problem this picture reflects. 
Write your opinion concerning this topic based on the image 
(150–200 words, articles and contractions are counted as one 
word each). 
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